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Abstract
The nearest-neighbor rule is a well-known classification
technique that, given a training set P of labeled points,
classifies any unlabeled query point with the label of its
closest point in P . The nearest-neighbor condensation
problem aims to reduce the training set without harming
the accuracy of the nearest-neighbor rule.
FCNN is the most popular algorithm for condensa-
tion. It is heuristic in nature, and theoretical results for
it are scarce. In this paper, we settle the question of
whether reasonable upper-bounds can be proven for the
size of the subset selected by FCNN. First, we show that
the algorithm can behave poorly when points are too
close to each other, forcing it to select many more points
than necessary. We then successfully modify the algo-
rithm to avoid such cases, thus imposing that selected
points should “keep some distance”. This modification
is sufficient to prove useful upper-bounds, along with
approximation guarantees for the algorithm.
1 Introduction
In the context of non-parametric classification, a training
set P consists of n points in a metric space (X , d), with
domain X and distance function d : X 2 → R+. Addi-
tionally, P is partitioned into a finite set of classes by
associating each point p ∈ P with a label l(p), indicating
the class to which it belongs. Given an unlabeled query
point q ∈ X , the goal of a classifier is to predict q’s label
using the training set P .
The nearest-neighbor rule is among the best-known
classification techniques [5]. It assigns a query point the
label of its closest point in P , according to the metric d.
The nearest-neighbor rule exhibits good classification
accuracy both experimentally and theoretically [3, 4, 14],
but it is often criticized due to its high space and time
complexities. Clearly, the training set P must be stored
to answer nearest-neighbor queries, and the time required
for such queries depends to a large degree on the size and
dimensionality of the data. These drawbacks inspire the
question of whether it is possible replace P with a sig-
nificantly smaller subset, without significantly reducing
the classification accuracy under the nearest-neighbor
rule. This problem has been widely studied, and it is
often called nearest-neighbor condensation [8, 9, 13,15].
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Related work. A subset R ⊆ P is said to be consistent
if and only if for every p ∈ P its nearest-neighbor in R
is of the same class as p. Intuitively, R is consistent [9]
if and only if all points of P are correctly classified using
the nearest-neighbor rule over R. Formally, the problem
of nearest-neighbor condensation consists of finding an
ideally small consistent subset of P .
It is known that the problem of computing consistent
subsets of minimum cardinality is NP-hard [12,17,18].
However, there exists an algorithm called NET [8] that
computes a tight approximation of the minimum cardi-
nality consistent subset. Yet, this algorithm is not prac-
tical, and it is often outperformed on real-world training
sets —with respect to both their runtime and size of the
selected subsets— by simple heuristics for condensation.
Most algorithmic research for this problem has focused
on heuristics; for comprehensive surveys, see [11, 15, 16].
Out of the many heuristics proposed for this problem,
FCNN [1] stands out due to its quadratic worst-case time
complexity, and most importantly, its observed efficiency
when applied to real-world training sets. Alternatives
include CNN [9], MSS [2], RSS [6], and VSS [6]. These
algorithms also run in quadratic time, except for CNN,
which has cubic runtime, and was the first algorithm pro-
posed for condensation. See Figure 1 for an illustrative
comparison between these heuristics.
While such heuristics have been extensively studied
experimentally [7], theoretical results are scarce. Only
recently in CCCG’19 [6], we have shown that the size
of the subset selected by MSS cannot be bounded. On
the other hand, we proved that the size of the subset
selected by both RSS and VSS can be upper-bounded.
However, until now, it remained open whether similar
results could be achieved for FCNN.
Contributions. In this paper, we settle the question of
whether the size of the subsets selected by FCNN can be
upper-bounded. Our results are summarized as follows:
• There exist training sets for which the subset selected
by FCNN is unbounded, particularly, when compared
to the selection of other algorithms (e.g., RSS).
• We propose a modification of FCNN, namely SFCNN,
for which we prove the following results:
– The size of the subset selected by SFCNN has an
upper-bound, similar to the one known for RSS.
– SFCNN computes a tight approximation of the mini-
mum cardinality consistent subset of P .
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(a) Training set (104 pts)
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(b) CNN (253 pts)
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(c) FCNN (185 pts)
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(d) SFCNN (190 pts)
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(e) MSS (234 pts)
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(f) RSS (192 pts)
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(g) VSS (193 pts)
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(h) NET (841 pts)
Figure 1: An illustrative example of the subsets selected by different condensation algorithms from an initial training
set P in R2 of 104 points. The list includes well-known algorithms like CNN, FCNN, MSS, RSS, VSS, and NET. We
propose SFCNN as a simple modification of FCNN that can be successfully upper-bounded.
Preliminaries. Given any point q ∈ X in the metric
space, its nearest-neighbor, denoted by nn(q), is the
closest point of P according the the distance function d.
Given a point p ∈ P , any other point of P whose label
differs from p’s is called an enemy of p. The closest such
point is called p’s nearest-enemy, denoted by ne(p).
Clearly, the size of a condensed subset should depend
on the spatial characteristics of the classes in the training
set. For example, a consistent subset for two spatially
well separated clusters should be smaller than the subset
for one with two classes that have a high degree of
overlap. To model this intrinsic complexity, define κ to
be the number of nearest-enemy points of P , i.e., the
cardinality of set {ne(p) | p ∈ P}.
This has been previously used [6] to prove useful
upper-bounds for RSS, and to show negative results for
MSS. In particular, it has been shown that RSS selects
O(κ (3/pi)d−1) points in d-dimensional Euclidean space,
while MSS’s selection cannot be bounded in terms of κ.
2 Nearby Points are Problematic
Now consider the FCNN algorithm [1]. It follows an iter-
ative incremental approach to build a consistent subset of
P (see Algorithm 1 for a formal description). While not
immediately evident, FCNN it runs in O(nm) worst-case
time, where m is the final size of the selected subset.
Algorithm 1: FCNN
Input: Initial training set P
Output: Consistent subset R ⊆ P
1 R← φ
2 S ← centroids(P )
3 while S 6= φ do
4 R← R ∪ S
5 S ← φ
6 foreach p ∈ R do
7 S ← S ∪ {rep(p, voren(p,R, P ))}
8 return R
The algorithm begins by selecting one point per class,
in particular, the centroid of each class1. Then, it be-
gins the iterative process, selecting other points until
the subset is consistent. During each iteration, the
algorithm identifies all points of P that are misclas-
sified with respect to the current subset, and adds
some of these points to the subset. Formally, for ev-
ery point p already in the subset, FCNN selects one
representative among non-selected points, whose nearest-
neighbor is p and that belong to a different class than
1For each class, its centroid is defined as the closest point of P
to the geometrical center of all points of this class.
p. That is, the representative is selected from the set
voren(p,R, P ) = {q ∈ P | nn(q,R) = p ∧ l(q) 6= l(p)}.
Usually, the representative chosen is the one closest to
p, although different approaches can be applied.
However, there is an issue with this algorithm. During
any given iteration, nothing prevents the representatives
of two neighboring points in FCNN to be arbitrarily
close to each other. This observation can be exploited
to obtain the following result:
Theorem 1 There exists a training set P ⊂ Rd in Eu-
clidean space, with constant number of classes, for which
FCNN selects Ω(κ/ξ) points, for any 0 < ξ < 1.
The remaining of this section addresses the proof of
this theorem, by carefully constructing a training set
P in R3 that exhibits the undesirable behavior in the
selection process of the FCNN algorithm.
Without loss of generality, let ξ = 1/2t for some
value t > 3, we construct a training set P ⊂ R3 with a
constant number of classes and the number of nearest-
enemy points κ equal to O(1/ξ), for which FCNN is
forced to select O(1/ξ2) points. As mentioned above,
the key downside of the algorithm occurs when points
are added to the subset in the same iteration, as they
can be arbitrarily close to each other. We exploit this
behavior to force the algorithm to select O(1/ξ) such
points on each iteration.
Intuitively, the training set P consists of several layers
of points arranged parallel to the xy-plane, and stacked
on top of each other around the z-axis (see Figure 2).
Each layer is a disk-like arrangement, formed by a center
point and points at distance 1 from this center. Define
the backbone points of P to be the center points ci = 2i~vz
for i ≥ 0. We now describe the different arrangements
of points as follows (see Figure 2):
B = c0 ∪ {yj = c0 + ~vxRz(jpi/4)}8j=1
Mi = {c2i, c2i+1,mi = (c2i + c2i+1)/2}
∪ {rij = c2i + ~vxRz (jpi/21+i)}22+ij=1
∪ {bij = c2i+1 + ~vxRz (jpi/21+i)}22+ij=1
∪ {wij=c2i+1+~vxRz ((j+1/2)pi/21+i−ξ2)}22+ij=1
Ri = {c2i, c2i+1}
∪ {rij = c2i + ~vxRz (2jpiξ)}1/ξj=1
∪ {bij = c2i+1 + ~vxRz (2jpiξ)}1/ξj=1
These points belong to one of 11 classes, defined by
the set {1, . . . , 8, red,blue,white}. Then, we define the
labeling function l as follows: l(ci) is red when i is even
and blue when i is odd, l(mi) is white, l(yj) is the j-th
class, l(rij) is red, l(bij) is blue, and l(wij) is white.
Base arrangement (B). Consists of one single layer of
points, with one red center point c0 and 8 points yj in the
circumference of the unit disk (parallel to the xy-plane),
each labeled with a unique class j (see Figure 2d).
The goal of this arrangement is that each of these
points is the centroid of its corresponding class. The
centroids of the blue and white classes can be fixed to be
far enough, so we won’t consider them for now. Hence,
the first iteration of FCNN will add all the points of B.
In the next iteration, each of these points will select a
representative in the arrangement above. Clearly, the
size of B is 9, and it contributes with 8 nearest-enemy
points in total.
Multiplier arrangement (Mi). Our final goal is to
have O(1/ξ) arbitrarily close points selecting represen-
tatives on a single iteration;. Initially, we only have
9, the ones in the base arrangement. While this could
be simply achieved with O(1/ξ) points in B each with
a unique class, we want to use a constant number of
classes. Instead, we use each multiplier arrangement to
double the number of representatives selected.
Mi consists of (1) a layer with a blue center c2i and
22+i red points rij around the unit disk’s circumference,
(2) a layer with a red center c2i+1 and 2
3+i blue bij and
white wij points around the unit disk’s circumference,
and (3) a white center pointmi in the middle between the
red and blue center points (see Figure 2c). Suppose at
iteration 3i− 1 all the points rij and c2i of the first layer
are added as representatives of the previous arrangement,
which is given for M1 from the selection of B. Then,
during iteration 3i each rij adds the point bij right
above, while c2i adds point mi (see the red arrows in
Figure 2a). Finally, during iteration 3i + 1, mi adds
c2i+1, and each bij adds point wij as its the closest
point inside the voronoi cell of bij (see the blue arrows
in Figure 2a). Now, with all the points of this layer
added, each continues to select points in the following
arrangement (either Mi+1 or Ri+1).
The size of each Mi is 3(1 + 22+i) = O(23+i), and
contributes with 3 + 2(22+i) = O(23+i) to the total
number of nearest-enemy points. Thus, we stack Mi
arrangements for i ∈ [1, . . . , t− 3], such that the last of
these selects 1/ξ = 2t points.
Repetitive arrangement (Ri). Once the algorithm
reaches the last multiplier layer Mt−3, it will select
1/ξ points during the following iteration. The repeti-
tive arrangement allows us to continue selecting these
many points on every iteration, while only increasing
the number of nearest-enemy points by a constant. This
arrangement consists of (1) a first layer with a blue
center c2i surrounded by 1/ξ red points rij around the
unit disk circumference, and (2) a second layer with red
center c2i+1 and blue points bij in the circumference (see
(a) Entire arrangement of points, by stacking the different
arrangements along the z-axis. The arrows illustrate the se-
lection process of FCNN on a multiplicative arrangement Mi.
(b) A repetitive arrangement Ri. This is used to maintain
the number of selected representatives to be O(1/ξ) during
each remaining iteration of the algorithm.
(c) A multiplier arrangement Mi. This forces FCNN to
double the number of selected representatives around the
circumference after two iterations.
(d) Base arrangement B. Each point in the circumference
belongs to one unique class {1, . . . , 8}, here colored in yellow
and numbered for clarity.
Figure 2: Example of a training set P ⊂ R3 for which FCNN selects Ω(κ/ξ) points.
Figure 2b). Once the first layer is added all in a single
iteration, during the following iteration c2i adds c2i+1,
and each rij adds bij .
The size of each Ri is 2(1 + 1/ξ) = O(1/ξ), and it
contributes with 4 points to the total number of nearest-
enemy points. Now, we stack O(1/ξ) such arrangements
Ri for i ∈ [t − 2, . . . , 1/ξ], such that we obtain the
desired ratio between selected points and number of
nearest-enemy points of the training set.
The training set. After defining all the necessary point
arrangements, and recalling that t = log 1/ξ, we put
these arrangements together to define the training set P
as follows:
P = B
t−3⋃
i=1
Mi
1/ξ⋃
i=t−2
Ri ∪ F
where F is an additional set of points to fix the centroids
of P . These extra points are located far enough from the
remaining points of P , and are carefully placed such that
the centroids of P are all the points of B, plus a blue
and white point from F . Additionally, all the points of
F should be closer to its corresponding class centroid
than to any enemy centroid, and they should increase
the number of nearest-enemy points by a constant. This
can be done with a bounded number of extra points.
All together, by adding up the corresponding terms,
the ratio between the size of FCNN and κ (the number
of nearest-enemy points of P ) is O(1/ξ). Therefore, on
this training set, FCNN selects O(κ/ξ) points.
3 Keeping Distance: One by One
Evidently, adding points in batch on every iteration of
the algorithm prevents FCNN to have provable guar-
antees on the size of its selected subset, just as RSS
provides. However, this design choice is not key for any
of the features of the algorithm.
Therefore, we propose to modify FCNN such that
only one single representative is added to the subset on
each iteration. We call this new algorithm SFCNN or
Single FCNN. Basically, the only difference between the
original FCNN and SFCNN is on line 4 of Algorithm 1,
where R is updated by selecting one single point from
the set of representatives S, as follows:
R← R ∪ {Choose one point of S}
While extremely simple, this change in the selection
process of SFCNN allows us to successfully analyze the
size of its selected subset in terms of κ, and even prove
that it approximates the consistent subset of minimum
cardinality.
Size Upper-Bound. To this end, we first need to in-
troduce some terminology. Through a suitable uniform
scaling, we may assume that the diameter of P (that is,
the maximum distance between any two points in the
training set) is 1. The spread of P , denoted as ∆, is the
ratio between the largest and smallest distances in P .
Define the margin of P , denoted γ, to be the smallest
nearest-enemy distance in P . Clearly, 1/γ ≤ ∆.
The metric space (X , d) is said to be doubling [10] if
there exist some bounded value λ such that any metric
ball of radius r can be covered with at most λ metric balls
of radius r/2. Its doubling dimension is the base-2 log-
arithm of λ, denoted as ddim(X ) = log λ. Throughout,
we assume that ddim(X ) is a constant, which means that
multiplicative factors depending on ddim(X ) may be hid-
den in our asymptotic notation. Many natural metric
spaces of interest are doubling, including d-dimensional
Euclidean space whose doubling dimension is Θ(d). It is
well know that for any subset R ⊆ X with some spread
∆R, the size of R is bounded by |R| ≤ d∆Reddim(X )+1.
Theorem 2 SFCNN selects a subset of size:
O
(
κ log
1
γ
4ddim(X )+1
)
Proof. This follows by a charging argument on each
nearest-enemy point in the training set. Consider one
such point p ∈ {ne(r) | r ∈ P} and a value σ ∈ [γ, 1].
We define Rp,σ to be the subset of points from SFCNN
whose nearest-enemy is p, and whose distance to p is
between σ and 2σ. That is, Rp,σ = {r ∈ R | ne(r) =
p∧d(r, p) ∈ [σ, 2σ)}. These subsets define a partitioning
of R when considering all nearest-enemy points of P ,
and values of σ = γ 2i for i = {0, 1, 2, . . . , dlog 1γ e}.
Consider any two points a, b ∈ Rp,σ in these subsets.
Assume w.l.o.g. that point a was selected by the al-
gorithm before point b (i.e., in a prior iteration). We
show that d(a, b) ≥ σ. By contradiction, assume that
d(a, b) < σ, which immediately implies that a and b
belong to the same class. Moreover, recalling that b’s
nearest-enemy in P is p, at distance d(b, p) ≥ σ, this
implies that b is closer to a than to any enemy in R.
Therefore, by the definition of the voren function, b could
never be selected by SFCNN, which is a contradiction.
This proves that d(a, b) ≥ σ. Additionally, we know
that d(a, b) ≤ d(a, p)+d(p, b) ≤ 4σ. Thus, using a simple
packing argument with the known properties of doubling
spaces, we have that |R′p,σ| ≤ 4ddim(X )+1.
Altogether, by counting over all the Rp,σ sets for every
nearest-enemy in the training set and values of σ, the size
of R is upper-bounded by |R| ≤ κ dlog 1/γe 4ddim(X )+1.
This completes the proof. 
An Approximation Algorithm. Denote Min-CS as the
problem of computing a minimum cardinality consistent
subset of P . This problem is known to be NP-hard [12,
17,18], even to approximate [8] in polynomial time within
a factor of 2(ddim(X ) log (1/γ))
1−o(1)
.
As previously mentioned, the NET algorithm [8] com-
putes a tight approximation for the Min-CS problem.
The algorithm is rather simple: it just computes a γ-net
of P , where γ is the margin (the smallest nearest-enemy
distance in P ). This clearly results in a consistent subset
of P , whose size is at most d1/γeddim(X )+1. A similar
result can be proven for SFCNN.
Theorem 3 SFCNN computes a tight approximation
for the Min-CS problem.
Proof. This follows from a direct comparison to the
resulting subset of the NET algorithm. For any point
p ∈ NET, let Bp be the set of points of P “covered” by
p, that is, whose distance to p is at most γ. By the
covering property of nets, this defines a partition on P
when considering every point p selected by NET.
Let’s analyze the size of Bp ∩ R, that is, for any
given Bp how many points could have been selected
by the SFCNN algorithm. Let a, b ∈ Bp ∩ R be two
such points, where without loss of generality, point a
was selected in an iteration before b. Both a and b
must belong to the same class as p, as their distance
to p is at most γ, which is the smallest nearest-enemy
distance in P . Moreover, by the definition of the voren
function, it is easy to show that d(a, b) ≥ γ. By a
simple packing argument in doubling metrics, the size
of any Bp ∩ R is at most 2ddim(X )+1. All together, we
have that the size of the subset selected by SFCNN is
2ddim(X )+1 |NET| = O ((1/γ)ddim(X )+1). 
4 Experimental Results
The importance of FCNN relies on its performance in
practice, despite the lack of theoretical guarantees. A
natural question is whether the simple change we pro-
posed on the algorithm, negatively affects its perfor-
mance in real-world training sets.
Thus, to get a clearer impression of the relevance of
these results in practice, we performed experimental tri-
als on several training sets, both synthetically generated
and widely used benchmarks. First, we consider 21 train-
ing sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository2
which are commonly used in the literature to evaluate
condensation algorithms [7]. These consist of a number
of points ranging from 150 to 58000, in d-dimensional
Euclidean space with d between 2 and 64, and 2 to 26
classes. We also generated some synthetic training sets,
containing 105 uniformly distributed points, in 2 to 3
dimensions, and 3 classes. All training sets used in these
experimental trials are summarized in Table 1. The im-
plementation of the algorithms, training sets used, and
raw results, are publicly available3.
We test 7 different condensation algorithms, namely
FCNN, SFCNN, RSS, VSS, MSS, CNN and NET. To
compare their results, we consider their runtime and the
size of the selected subset. Clearly, these values might
differ greatly on training sets whose size are too distinct.
Therefore, before comparing the raw results, these are
normalized. The runtime of an algorithm for a given
training set is normalized by dividing it by n, the size
of the training set. The size of the selected subset is
normalized by dividing it by κ, the number of nearest-
enemy points in the training set, which characterizes the
complexity of the boundaries between classes.
Figure 3: Running time.
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
3https://github.com/afloresv/nnc/
Training set n d c κ (%)
banana 5300 2 2 811 (15.30%)
cleveland 297 13 5 125 (42.09%)
glass 214 9 6 87 (40.65%)
iris 150 4 3 20 (13.33%)
iris2d 150 2 3 13 (8.67%)
letter 20000 16 26 6100 (30.50%)
magic 19020 10 2 5191 (27.29%)
monk 432 6 2 300 (69.44%)
optdigits 5620 64 10 1245 (22.15%)
pageblocks 5472 10 5 429 (7.84%)
penbased 10992 16 10 1352 (12.30%)
pima 768 8 2 293 (38.15%)
ring 7400 20 2 2369 (32.01%)
satimage 6435 36 6 1167 (18.14%)
segmentation 2100 19 7 398 (18.95%)
shuttle 58000 9 7 920 (1.59%)
thyroid 7200 21 3 779 (10.82%)
twonorm 7400 20 2 1298 (17.54%)
wdbc 569 30 2 123 (21.62%)
wine 178 13 3 37 (20.79%)
wisconsin 683 9 2 35 (5.12%)
v-100000-2-3-15 100000 2 3 1909 (1.90%)
v-100000-2-3-5 100000 2 3 788 (0.78%)
v-100000-3-3-15 100000 3 3 7043 (7.04%)
v-100000-3-3-5 100000 3 3 3738 (3.73%)
v-100000-4-3-15 100000 4 3 13027 (13.02%)
v-100000-4-3-5 100000 4 3 10826 (10.82%)
v-100000-5-3-15 100000 5 3 22255 (22.25%)
v-100000-5-3-5 100000 5 3 17705 (17.70%)
Table 1: Training sets used to evaluate the performance
of condensation algorithms. Indicates the number of
points n, dimensions d (Euclidean space), classes c,
nearest-enemy points κ (also in percentage w.r.t. n).
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the experimental results.
Evidently, the performance of SFCNN is equivalent to
the original FCNN algorithm, both in terms of runtime
and the size of their selected subsets, showing that the
proposed modification does not affect the behavior of
the algorithm in real-world training sets. Both FCNN
and SFCNN outperform other condensation algorithms
in terms of runtime, while their subset size is comparable
in all cases, with the exception of the NET algorithm.
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